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Developing a business plan for language school in Spain

Michal Dufek

Ondřej Machek

Department of Strategy, Faculty of Business Administration, VŠE

Submitted thesis fits more to the average of works dedicated to similar topic. There are no special flaws but also the idea itself 

and the way it was elaborated is not unique and very challenging. My comments could be seen bellow:

- The author presents rather comprehensive external environment analysis. However some of the findings are a bit irrelevant 

for the business plan. E.g. what is the relation between trade balance of the country and given business?

- The author should have worked harder on translating some of the charts from Spanish to English.

- The executive summary does not provide key issues from the business plan body.

- I would have doubts whether the future of presented venture is as bright as seen by the author.

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  M A S T E R´S  T H E S I S

In your financial statements we may see high volume of retained earnings. Do you have any future plans how to use this cash?

I also wonder how can be cash value negative as the author presents during his first year of business.


